Optimizing long-range order, band gap, and group velocities for graphene on close-packed metal surfaces.
We compare different growth methods with the aim of optimizing the long-range order of a graphene layer grown on Ru(0001). Combining chemical vapor deposition with carbon loading and segregation of the surface layer leads to autocorrelation lengths of 240 Å. We present several routes to band gap and charge carrier mobility engineering for the example of graphene on Ir(111). Ir cluster superlattices self-assembled onto the graphene moiré pattern produce a strong renormalization of the electron group velocity close to the Dirac point, leading to highly anisotropic Dirac cones and the enlargement of the gap from 140 to 340 meV. This gap can further be enhanced to 740 meV by Na co-adsorption onto the Ir cluster superlattice at room temperature. This value is close to that of Ge, and the high group velocity of the charge carriers is fully preserved. We also present data for Na adsorbed without the Ir clusters. In both cases we find that the Na is on top of the graphene layer.